Vivaldi Project
General Assembly
Nantes, 19-20 February 2020

Practical information

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Meeting venue:
Ifremer Centre Atlantique
Rue de l'Ile d'Yeu
B.P. 21105
44311 Nantes Cedex 03

How to get to the meeting venue?
Tramway: the easiest and fastest way to go to IFREMER.
Price:
You can buy tickets by cash or credit card at most of tram
stops One hour-ticket is 1,60 € if you buy one and 1,40 €
if you buy 10
Directions:
From the city centre, take tramway line 2, direction
"Orvault Grand Val" and stop at "Ecole Centrale" Then
follow the signs “Ifremer” (5 minute-walk from the tram
stop).
From the train station, take tramway line 1, direction "François Mitterrand", stop at "Commerce"
and take another tramway, line 2, direction "Orvault Grand Val". Stop at "Ecole Centrale" Then
follow the signs “Ifremer”.
Ring at the gate intercom.
Car:
Directions:
Nantes is surrounded by a ring road. When you are on the Northern ring road, take the exit "Porte
de La Chapelle" and follow the direction « Université - Petit Port » and then “IFREMER”.
From the city centre:
At the end of "Cours des 50 otages", take the street "Paul Bellamy" until "Rond-Point de Rennes".
Take the direction « Angers », on your right and then on your left and go until "Rond-Point du PetitPort". Go along the tramway following Ifremer signs, as illustrated on the map.
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Train:
TGV leave about every 30 minutes Paris Montparnasse to Nantes.
At the train station in Nantes, take the northern exit of the station.
Tramway line 1 is just in front of the exit. (cf. tram explanation above)

Flying to Nantes:
The Nantes Airport is located in the small town of Bouguenais,
just off the périphérique de Nantes. Just 10 minutes from the
center of Nantes. Taxis can be found opposite Hall 1. For Hall 4
there is a taxi shelter where you can call and a taxi will come
and get you. Fares from the airport to the city centre run from
25 to 30 euros.
It only takes 20 minutes to get from the airport to the SNCF train station by shuttle.




Monday to Saturday.
Every 30 minutes on Sundays and public holidays.
Seven days a week (no service on 1st May).

Your ticket(=8 €) is valid for one hour on the shuttle bus and
the entire Tan network (Tramway).
Buy tickets on mTicket app, on the shuttle bus from the driver (cash or credit card) or in Hall 2 at
the airport.
At the train (SNCF) station, follow instructions “by train”

Meals
Ifremer will offer lunch and dinner on 19 February and lunch on 20 February.
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